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1. Introduction
Let A and B be two loxodromic elements of SL(2, C) having no common
fixed point and subjected to the condition that ABA'1 B~ι is parabolic. Writing
tr A=x, tr B=y and tr AB=2> one sees that the condition on the commutator
of A and B reduces to x2-{-y2+z2=xyz. In [1] Keen observed the case z>2,
which is a special case considered there, and obtained a sufficient condition on
traces x, y, z for which the group (A, By generated by A and B is Kleinian.
Her idea is first to take a symmetric normalization of the fixed points of A and
B and then to construct a symmetric fundamental polygon for (A, By. In this
article we shall take another normalization and construct a fundamental domain
to show the following.
Theorem. Let A=(a ° j and B=(a b \ fcφO, be loxodromic elements of
SL(2, C) such that ABA~ιB~ι is parabolic and let G=<A, By, If, for each integer
n, the inequality
m \ana\ + \βnd\ \a\+\β\
K
 ' \a"a+β»d\ \a-β\
holds, then G is quasi-Fuchsian and represents a pair of once punctured tori.
Restricting to the case z>2> one might wish to compare (1) with the Keen
condition (**) of Theorem 5.1 in [1]. This will be discussed elsewhere.
The auther would like to thank the referee for careful reading and valuable
suggestions.
REMARK 1. Since A is an element of SL(2, C), β=l/a. Also since A is lo-
xodromic, I a I Φ1 and we may assume \a\>l>\β\. Hence the left hand side
of (1) tends to 1 as the absolute value of n tends to oo. If one examines (1) for
n=0 and if it holds, then the right hand side of (1) must be greater than 1.
Therefore, for given A and B, we may examine (1) only for a finite number of
integres n.
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REMARK 2. Geometric meaning of (1) appears in the course of the proof
of Theorem. It is given stepwise in Propositions 2 and 4 and in Section 3.
In Propositions 2 and 4 we examine some restricted cases and use some simple
conditions instead of (1).
2. Preliminary and special cases
Let A=(a °) and B=(a b), fcφO, be loxodromic elements of SL(2, C)
M) β/ \c dl
such that ABA~ιB~ι is parabolic. We first note that the parabolicity of ABA'1
B~ι and the inequalities (1) are invariant under the conjugations by ( j and
( k 0 \), where i=\/—1 and k is a non zero complex number. They are also0 1/k/
invariant under the change of generators A and B to A and BAn. Now, con-
jugating A and B by ( ι), if necessary, and by ( ) with a suitable k> we
\i 0/ ^0 l/k/
may assume and do hereafter that
(2) | α | > l and c - ±ίL
a—β
The explicit form of the matrix ABA~ιB~ι is
(3) ίad-a
2bc (a2-l)ab\
so from the condition that (3) is parabolic (or from the equality
xyz with x—a-\-β, y=a+d, z=aa-\-βd) we obtain easily
Using (2) and (4) we have the following equalities:
ad = c2, be = c2—1, c\d = a\c ,
(5) a2 - (c+l)l(c-l), a2-β2 = 4^/(c2-l) and
/32—1 = —2/
Using these equalities, we see from (3) that the fixed point of ABA~ιB~ι is
~(a2-β2) bcβ{β2-\) cd - (c+l)ld = a/c+l/d.
We denote it by p
v
 We put p2=A~\p1)y p3^=B'ιA-\p1) and p^=
By the aid of (5) we calculate them and obtain
p
x
 = a/c+ \\d, p2 = ajc- \\d,(o)W
 p3 = -rf/c+l/β , Λ = -d\c-\\a .
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Let C1=iz\\z-alc\=ί/\d\} and C2={z\ \z+djc\ =l/ |α |} . Note that the
center of C
x
 (resp. C2) coinsides with that of the isometric circle of B~ι (resp. B)
and that (6) implies that the segment connecting p
x
 with p2 (resp. p3 with p4) is
a diameter of C\ (resp. C2). Denoting by D, the inside of C, ( i=l , 2), we have
the following.
Proposition 1. B maps C2 to C1 such that B maps the exterior of D2 to Dv
Proof. Let / be the line passing through p3 and p4. Since B maps p3, p4 and
oo to p2yp1 and ajCy respectively, B(ϊ) is a line passing through p2ipχ and the center
of C
λ
. Since C2 and Cλ are orthogonal to / and B(l)> respectively, B maps C2 to
Cj. Since the center of C1 is B(oo)y B maps the exterior of D2 onto ϋ^.
In case A is hyperbolic, a suitable position of C
x
 and C2 gives us some fun-
damental domain for G, the picture of which is easy to draw. As a fundamental
idea of this aritcle we show the following.
Proposition 2. Let A=(a °) W B=(a δ ) , foΦO, fo? hyperbolic and
loxodromic elements of SL(2, C), respectively, such that ABA~ιB~ι is parabolic
and let G—ζ^A, By. If C
x
 and C2 are separated by the imaginary axis, then G is
quasi-Fuchsian and represents a pair of once punctured tori.
Proof. By Proposition 1 we see that the assumption on C
λ
 and C2 implies
that the exterior of D
x
 U D2 is a fundamental domian for <5>. We shall con-
struct a fundamental domain R for <^ 4)> such that RZ)D1(JD2. Since A is
hyperbolic, the action of A is a streching from the origin so that p
λ
 and p2 (resp.
p3 and p4) lie on a ray emanating from the origin. Let Hs be one of the half
planes | s | R e £>0} and {^|Re £<0} containing D{ (x=l, 2). We put
Ri= i*\\p2\<\*\<\Pi\}ΓiH1 and
Then RiZ)Di (z=l, 2). If the set R1f]R2 consists of two closed intervals on
the imaginary axis, then we put
R = R
ι
\jR2\JInt(R1Γ\R2),
where ΐ?t denotes the closure of i?, and Int (Rλ Π R2) denotes two open intervals
lying on the imaginary axis. If R
λ
 Π R2 consists of at most two points, then we
change the generators for G so that we are in the same situation just above.
This is done simply by changing B to BAn with a suitable integer n. Since
the ring {z \ \ p2 \ 5j | z \ < \ px \} is a fundamental set for < 4^>, there is an integer
n such that \p2\^\ A'
n(p3) \ < |p x\. For this n we see that RλΠ A~n(R2) con-
taines more than two points. Changing B by BAn and conjugating it with a
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suitable matrix of the form ( ), we are in the same situation cited above.
In any case we have a fundamental domain R for (Ay such that RZ}D1\jD2.
Let Ji be the closed boundary curve of R passing through p{ (i=3, 4). Then
putting Ji=C{ (/=1, 2), the proof of the proposition is completed by the fol-
lowing.
Proposition 3. Let J
x
 and J2 be disjoint circles passing through ply p2 and
p3> PA> respectively, such that B(J2)—Jι and that Jλ and J2 bound a fundamental
domain for (By, where pi are the points in (6). Assume that there are disjoint
Jordan curves J3 and JA passing through p2ί pz and ply p4, respectively, such that
A(j3)=j4Jj1nj9={p2}9 / I Π / 4 = { A } , λnj^ίps}, j2nji=iρά <*** that
J3 and J4 bound a fundamental domain for (Ay. Then G is quasi-Fuchsίan and
represents a pair of once punctured tori.
Our proof of Proposition 3 is somewhat long, so it is given in Section 4.
Next, assuming A is hyperbolic, we treat the case where C
x
 and C2 are
not necessarily separated by the imaginary axis. As is shown in the proof of
Proposition 2, we may assume and do hereafter that the center of the isometric
circle of B lies in a ring {z\ \p2\ ^\z\<\A(p2)\}.
Proposition 4. Let A=(a ®) and B=(a b\ kΦO, be hyperbolic and
M) β/ \c ds
loxodromic elements of SL(2, C), respectively, such that ABA~1B~1 is parabolic and
let G=(A, By. Assume that \p2\S\ ~d\c\ < \pλ\, where px and p2 are in (6).
If the inequality
(7) \*\ + \d\ < a±β
(7) <
K)
 \a+d\ a-β
holds, then G is quasi-Fuchsian and represents a pair of once punctured tori.
Proof. First we show that (7) means that two discs D
:
 and D2 lie in a posi-
tive distance. The centers and the radii of D1 and D2 are a/c, —djc and ί/\d \,
l / | β | , respectively. Hence the condition that D
λ
 and D2 lie in a positive dis-
tance is equivalent to
ll\a\+\l\d\<\(a+d)!c\ .
By (2) and (4) we see easily that this inequality is equivalent to (7). If |^>3| =
\p2\, then by (5) and (6) we have \a\ — \d\ — c. Hence we see that the circles
C
ι
 and C2 are symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis so that we are in a sit-
uation of Proposition 2. So assume | p3 \ < | p2 \. Draw a circle C= {z\ | ^ r | ==
\p2\}. Then C intersects C2 at two points. Denoting by D the inside of C,
we put
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Then the ring domain bounded by / and A(J) is a fundamental domain for
and contains D1 and D2 in it. Since /ΠC 2 Φ{f 3 } , we need a slight deformation
of a part of/ lying on C2 to apply Proposition 3. We put Cf={z\
£/c)d/c| = ( l + £ ) / | # |} with a s o small positive number £ that
This is possible, for we have shown that the condition (7) is equivalent to
CinC 2 =0. We put
where Df denotes the inside of Cf. Now it is easy to see that the curves
y ^ d , J2
z
=
zC2y Jz and J4=A(J3) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3. Thus
we have Proposition 4.
* — 3. u, A=
Since the square of the absolute value of the trace of B is 225/36+(100/9) cos2 (9,
B is loxodromic. We see by (2) and (4) that ABA~1B~1 is parabolic. Since
cos 04=0, the square of the left hand side of (7) is smaller than 25/9. The right
hand side of (7) is 5/3 so that (7) holds. Thus we have seen that A and B
satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4 except for | p2 | ^ | —djc | < | px | . Since
AB=((5I3>> e« 32/15 \ Λ e t m c e o f A β ^ ^ Q ^ m ^ H e n c e w e c a n find a
\ 5/6 (5/3) e tθ'
θ such that AB is elliptic of the infinite order. This implies that (A, JS> is not
necessarily Kleinian. Hence the assumption on the absolute value of — d\c can
not be dropped.
3. Proof of Theorem
Finally we Shall go into the case where A and B are not necessarily hyperbo-
lic. Recall that when A is hyperbolic we are in a good situation in which the
line tangent to C
λ
 at p2 (resp. C2 at p3) is mapped by A to the line tangent to
Cj at^ >! (resp. C2 at^>4), wrhich enables us easily to draw fundamental domains for
<^ 4> and <J5> by which the condition of the Klein combination theorem is
satisfied. We are now not in the same situation. That is, for a non-hyperbolic
A, the line tangent to C1 at p2 is mapped by A to a line not tangent to Cx at pv
So we shall introduce new circles C{ and C2 such that the exterior of both D{ and
D2 is a fundamental domain for <Ί3> and that the line tangent to Cί at p2 (resp.
C2 at pz) is mapped by A to the line tangent to C{ at pλ (resp. C2 at p4)> where
D'i denotes the disc bounded by C\ (z= 1, 2). Then we will be in a similar
situation as before.
Let θ be the argument of a lying in the interval (—π/2, π/2]. The left hand
side of (1) is not smaller than 1, so the right hand side of (1) is greater than 1.
This implies that θ^(—π/2y πβ). The action of A is a stretching from the
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origin of magnitude \a\2 followed by a rotation about the origin of the angle
2Θ. We define the new circles as follows:
Cί = {*| \z-alc+i(t2nθ)ld\ = 1/|</|COS0} and
^ C'2 = {z\ \z+dlc-i(tanθ)la\ = l/\a\cosθ} ,
where i=\/— 1. Note that by (2) and (4) we see that the centers of Cί and
C2 are respectively
(9) 1*1 + 1*1 and - 1*1 + 1^ 1 ..
v
 d(a—β) cosθ a(a—β) cosθ
Since the vector f rom^ to the center of Cί is — (l+*tan#)/rf= — ald\a\cosθ,
the line /2 tangent to Cί at px has the form with a real parameter ί
/j: ^>!+w α/έ/1 a | cos 0 .
Likewise we see that the line l2 tangent to Cί at p2 has the form with a real
parameter t
l2: p2+itβld\β\cosθ.
Since A(z) = a2z and A(p2)=ply we have A{12)=1Λ. We can also see that the
line tangent to C2 at p3 is mapped by A to the line tangent to C2 at />4. Hence
we have our first requirement. Another requirement is that the exterior of
both D[ and D2 is a fundamental domain for <(2?)>. To see this we may only to
show that B(C2)—Cί, because the center of the isometric circle of B is the mid
point of p3 and p4 so that it lies in D2 and is mapped by ΰ to oo. Since
B(p3)=p2 and B(p4)=p1, it suffices to show that a point on C2\{p3,p4} is mapped
by B to a point on Cί. From (8) we see that the points q=-— *//c+z'(tan#+
l/cos#)/tf and qr=alc—i(tanθ—l/cosθ)ld lie on C2 and on Cί, respectively. A
direct calculation shows B(q)=qf and we have our another requirement.
Now we have two chains of circles {^4Λ(Cί)} and {An(C2)} such that, for
each integer n, An(C/i) and An+1(C'i) are tangent at An(pι) if i=ί and at An(p4)
if i=2 and that they tend to 0 and oo as n tends to — oo and oo, respectively.
We show that the inequalities (1) imply that two chains of circles {An(C'i)} are
disjoint. Since {An{C'i)\ are invariant under A, it suffices to show that Cί and
{An(C2)} are disjoint. From (8) and (9) we see that the center and the radius
of An(C2) are respectively
(10) -a2n(\a\ + \β\)/a(a-β)cosθ and | α | 2 n /
By (9) and (10), the distance between the centers of Cί and An(C2) is
((\a\ + \β\)l\a-β\cosθ)\lld+a2nla\
and by (8) and (10) the sum of the radii of Cί and A\C2) is
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Hence the condition that C{ and An(C'2) are disjoint becomes
which is clearly equivalent to (1).
Taking/,—CJ (ί=l,2), we shall draw a simple closed curve / 3 satisfying
the condition of Proposition 3. As we noted after Proposition 3, we may assume
that \p2\^\djc\<\pι\. Let c= {z\ \z\ = \p2\} and denote by D the disc enc-
losed by C. We put
/ = (C Π (U A\D[ U D'2))c) U (•) U (**),
(11) ( * ) = Ό An(CίUC'2)nD and
(**)= UA»(CίUC'2)nDc.
»<0
That is, / is a Jordan curve separating {An(D<)}^0 from {A*(Dt)}ϊ?-ι. A sligh
deformation of parts of/ which lie on {An(C'i)} will give us JΓ3. We need a finite
number of replacements as follows:
Let S be a positive number. Let m be the maximum number of n such
that C Π An(C{ U Cξ)Φ 0. If iff >0, then we put
and replace
(12) ^"(Cί)by^"(Cίf...) ( » = 1 , .» ,») ,
where g', and r. denote the center and the radius of C£, respectively. Replace
(13) Cί by Cf == {*| μ - f e + δ ( ? l - A + 1 ) ) | - (1+8) rf} ,
where δ=f/2»ιr|.. Let wιf be the minimum number of w such that
0. We put
If mi< — 1, then replace
(14) A\C[) by A\C[[
mi,n) (n = - 2 , •.., m,).
If w2<0, then replace
(15) A\Cί) by A\Cί'.
mt..) (n = - 1 , .... m2).
We put
Cf* = {*| l^-fe+δ^-A))!
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and replace
(16) A-\C[) by A-\Ct*)9
where δ 1 =f/2 |w 1 | r 1 . In the case where \p3\ = \p2\9 we need a modification.
If so, then we put
Cf* = {»| \*-(qt+Sfa-pt))\ = (l+52)r2}
and replace
(17) A-\C'2) by A~ι(Ct*),
where 82=Sl2\m2\r2. The result of these replacements of A
n{C'i) and the cor-
responding An(Di) in (11) denote we by/3.
Now, we show that, for a small £, J19 J2, J3 and J4=A(J3) satisfy the condi-
tions of Proposition 3. It is already shown that J
x
 and J2 are disjoint circles
passing through p
u
 p2 and p3, p4y respectively, such that B(J2)=Jλ and that Jx
and J2 bound a fundamental domain for <(J3>. Since the replacements above are
the deformations of a finite number of circular arcs on / in small neighborhoods
of them and do not move p2 and p3i we see that, for a small £, J3 is a Jordan curve
passing through p2 and p3. By (11), (13), (16) and (17) we see that, except for
one point pi+19 d and A~\d) lie outside and inside of /3, respectively,
(ι=l,2) so that J1fM3={p2hJ1Πj4=ip1}iJ2nJ3=ip3} and J2ΓiJA={pά.
To see that J3 and J4 are disjoint and that they bound a fundamental domain for
(Ay it suffices to show the former, because this and two facts that J3 separates
the fixed points of A and J4=A(J3) imply the latter. Assume that J3 and J4 are
not disjoint and let p be a point lying on both J3 and J4. This implies that
boύip and A~\p) lie on/ 3 .
Assume that \ρ\>\p2\. Then by (11), (14), (15), (16) and (17) we see that
p lies on one of the circles A"\Cf*)9 An{CY>m.tn) and A~\Ct*). Assume that p
lies on A~\Cf*). There are two cases. The first case is that m
x
< — 1 . It is
easy to see that Cf * is contained in the inside of CίfWl,_2 so that A~
2(Cf*) is
contained in the inside of A~2{C"
mit-2). Since J3 does not pass through the in-
side of ^4~2(CίfOTlf_2), we see that this case does not occur. The second case is
that m1= — l. Then A~\C{) is disjoint to C. Hence the distance between J3
and A-\C[) is positive. Since A~2(Cf *) lies in a small neighborhood of A~2(Cί)y
we see that, for a small 6, A~2(Cf *) does not meet J3. Hence this case does
not occur, too. Assume that p lies on ^4n(CίfWl>M). There are two cases. The
first case is that m
γ
<n. Then A~\ρ) lies on An'\C['tmit1). Since C'λ[mχ>n is a
circle concentric with C{[
mitn_ι and the radius of the former is smaller than that
of the latter, we see that An~\C{'tmit1) is contained in the inside of ^4n"1(CίfΛίl,n_i).
Since J3 does not pass through the inside of A
n
~
1(Cί/
ιmitn-i)i we see that this case
does not occur. The second case is that n—m
v
 Then An~\C{) is disjoint to
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C and A"~χCί'
miιn) lies near An~\C{). By the same argument in the case where
p lies on A~\Cf*) and m1= — 1 we see that this case does not occur, too. The
rested two cases where p lies on An(C2/,m2,n) and on A~\Cf*) are treated simi-
larly with a remark on the minor change (17) and we see that those two cases do
not occur. Hence we conclude that | p | ^ | p2 | .
Assume that |p\ ^ \p2\. By (11), (12) and (13) we see that A~\p) lies on
one of the circles Cf and An(CYtmtn). Assume that A~\p) lies on Cf. Then
p lies on A(Cf). There are two cases. The first case is that m>\. It is easy
to see that Cf is contained in the inside of C"
w>i so that A(Cf) is contained in
the inside of ^4(C"
w>i). Since J3 does not pass through the inside of u4(C"w>i),
we see that this case does not occur. The second case is that nι=l. Then
A(C'i) is disjoint to C. Hence the distance between J3 and A(Cty is positive.
Since A(Cf) lies in a small neighborhood of A(Ci), we see that, for a small £,
A(Ct) does not meet J3. Hence this case does not occur, too. Assume that
A~\p) lies on ^Γ(C"
miM). There are two cases. The first case is that n<m.
Then p lies on An+\C"
min). Since C"W ( K is a circle concentric with C"w > n +i
and the radius of the former is smaller than that of the latter, we see that An+1
(C¥tm>t) is contained in the inside of -4n+1(C"Wtl l+i). Since J3 does not pass
through the inside of An+\C"
mtn+^)> we see that this case does not occur. The
second case is that n=m. That this case does not occur is shown similarly by
the method used above.
Thus we have shown that J3 and / 4 are disjoint. Therefore we have checked
all the conditions of Proposition 3. Hence Proposition 3 completes the proof
of Theorem.
4. Proof of Proposition 3
Let D
x
 and D2 be the fundamental domains for <yl> and <i?> bounded by
Jzi Jι a n d by J
u
 J2i respectively. Let £>i ( e sP Qz) t>e t n e component of Dx Π D2
on whose boundary four points p
u
 p2, p3 and pA lie clockwise (resp. counterclo-
ckwise). The Klein combination theorem (see, for example, page 139 of [3])
tells us that Q
λ
 and Q2 are contained in the region of discontinuity Ω(G) of G and
no two points of Q
x
 U Q2 are equivalent under G. To see G is quasi-Fuchsian it
suffices to show that the component Ω,- of G which contains Q{ is an invariant
one (z'=l, 2) and that ίl
λ
 and Ω2 are disjoint (for a proof of this fact see [2]).
First we show that Ωj is an invariant component of G. Denote by a the open
arc J3 Π 9£?Λ {p2,pz} and let a'=A(a), where dQλ denotes the boundary of Qv
Then we see that a'=J4 Π QQ^ {ply p4}. Also denote by b the open arc J2 Π dQi\
ip3)p4} and we see that b'=Jλ n dQMpupά, where b'=B(b).
Lemma 1. Four arcs a, a'', b and b' on dQ
x
 are contained in Ω(G).
Proof. If there is a limit point p on one of the four arcs, say α, then there
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is a fixed point of a loxodromic element of G in any neighborhood of p. Since
p is an interior point of QiHa\jA~1(Q1)y this implies that there is a loxodromic
element g of G with the attractive fixed point on a. Since g(Qi)ΓiQi=0, we
see that g(Q
x
) Π A'\QX)Φ 0. Hence Ag(Qx) Π & Φ 0. Since ^ is not the iden-
tity, this contradicts the fact that no two points of Q
λ
 are equivalent. Thus we
have Lemma 1.
By Lemma 1 we see that -4(00, A'\QX), B(Q1) and B'^QO which are
adjacent O1 along α', a, V and έ, respectively, are contained in Ωx. Writing
each element of G by a word in generators A and B and appealing to the induc-
tion for lengths of words, we see easily that, for each g of G, g(Qι) is contained
in Ω
x
 so that Ω
x
 is an invariant component of G. Likewise we see Ω2 is so, too.
It remains to show that Ω
:
 and Ω2 are disjoint. In order to show this we
need several lemmas. We shall consider the G-orbit of the circle J
x
. It is easy
to show the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The set of circles {An(Ji)\i=ίί 2; n e Z } has the following pro-
perties:
i) An{J
λ
) and An+\J
λ
) are tangent at A\p
ι
)>
it) An(j2) and An+\J2) are tangent at An{p±),
in) An{Ji) and Am(Ji) are disjoint whenever \n—m\>l>
iv) \imAn(Ji)=oo.
v) lim An(Ji)=0 and
vi) for any n and my An(J^ and Am(J2) are disjoint.
We denote by K
x
 the set of circles {An(Ji)\i=l, 2;n<=Z}.
Lemma 3. The set K
Λ
 U {0, oo} separates Qifrom Q2.
Proof. By Lemma 2 we see that {^Γ(/0} constitutes a chain of circles
which are tangent successively in the sence of i) and iii) of Lemma 2 and that
its ends tend toward 0 and oo. This is also true for {An(J2)}. These and vi) of
Lemma 2 imply the lemma.
Now consider the sst of circles {B(c)\c<=K1\{J2}} (resp. {B'
There are two circles in this set one of which is tangent to J
x
 at p
x
 (resp.
Jz a t Pz) a n d the other at p? (resp. p4). Except for these two, each circle of the
set is contained in the inside of J
x
 (resp. / 2 ) . Let K2 be the set of circles
iAnB{c)\ctΞK\{Jά; n^Z} U iAnB'\c)\c^KMJι} 5 n
It is easy to see that
K2 = {{AnB(c)\c^Kx\ ntΞZ} U {AΛB"
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It is easy to see that Lemma 3 holds when we change K
x
 by K2. Inductively
we put
(*)= iA'BφlceKn neZ} and
and have the following.
Lemma 4. The set K{ U {0, oo} separates Qifrom O2.
Lemma 5. Let \k{} be a sequence of circles such that k^Ki and that, for
each i, k{ is contained in the closed disc bounded by kj_v Then the sequence of the
diameters of k/s converges to 0.
The proof of Lemma 5 is given later. Now we show that Ω2 and Ω2 are
disjoint. Assume contrarily that Ω 1 =ίl 2 . Then there is an arc / lying in Ω(G)
and connecting a point of O
λ
 to a point of Q2. By Lemmas 3 and 4 we see
that, for each opsitive integer /, there is a circle k{ of Kt which intersects /.
Since each circle of K{ is contained in the closed disc bounded by a circle of
K{_ly we may assume that {k{} satisfies the condition of Lemma 5. On the
other hand, there is a positive number r such that each open disc centered at a
point of/ with radius r is contained in Ω(G). By Lemma 5 we see that there
is circle k{ which is contained entirely in Ω(G). But k{ is an element of G-orbit
of/j and there is a fixed point p1 of a parabolic element ABA~1B~1 on Jly we
have a contradiction. Therefore Ω
x
 and Ω2 are distinct.
Before going to prove Lemma 5 we need two more lemmas.
Lemma 6. For each positive integer n,
{A-ιB-ιAB)\J2) and {AB~ιA-ιB)n(J2) are circles of K2n passing through pu p2ί p3
and pi, respectively. Moreover, they are disjoint to both insides of J
x
 and J2,
Proof. We show the lemma for ABA~1B~1. The other cases are shown si-
milarly. Since ABA'λB-\J
λ
)=ABA'\J^ and A~\J2) is an element of Kx dif-
ferent from/2, we see that ABA~
1B~\J
ι
) is an element of K2 lying in the closed
disc bounded by A{J
λ
). The fixed point of ABA~1B~1 is p
x
 and is a point on
Jly so ABA~
1B~1(J1) passes through px. This describes completely the action
of the parabolic transformation ABA~1B^1y so we have Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. There exists a positive constant M such that, for any two dis-
joint circles k and k' of K~ \jKiy the module of the ring domain bounded by k and
kf is not smaller than M.
Proof. We denote by R(k, kf) the ring domain bounded by k and k'. We
recall that the modules are conformally invariant and satisfy the comparison
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principle as follows: if R(k, k') is contained in R(k", kf") and if k separates the
complementary components of R(k", &'"), then the module of R(k, kf) is not
greater than that of R(k'\ k'"). Since each element of K is equivalent to J
λ
, we
may assume that h'—J
x
. There are three cases.
Case 1. k is an element of K\{Jly A(J^), A~\Jλ)} or lies in the closed
disc bounded by it.
Case 2. k is contained in one of the closed discs bounded by A(J
λ
) and
Case 3. k is contained in the inside of J
λ
.
In Case 1, by the comparison principle of the modules we may assume that
k is an element of K
λ
\{Jly A{J^), A~\JX)}. By iii)~vi) of Lemma 2, we see
that there is a positive number d such that no element of K\{Jl9 A{JX), A~ι(Jλ)}
meets the open disc concentric with J
x
 and having the radius r-\-d, where r is
the radius of J
v
 Also by the comparison principle we see that the module of
R(k,J1) is not smaller than log (r-\-d)/r. We denote this number by Mλ.
Case 2. Let k be contained in the closed disc bounded by A{J^). Another
case with respect to A~\JX) is treated similarly. It is easy to see that ABA(J2)
and ABA~ι(J2) are the elements of K2 which are contained in the closed disc
bounded by A(J
λ
) and tangent to A{J
λ
) at A(p
x
) and pl9 respectively, and that all
other elements of K2 lying inside of A^) are {AB(c) \c^K1}\(ABA(J2), ABA'1
(/2), A(Jλ)}. If k lies in the closed disc bounded by an element of the last set,
then the images of k and/j under B~ιA~ι are contained in the closed discs bound-
ed by an element of K\{A{J2), J2, A~\J2)} and by/2, respectively. The com-
parison principle implies that this case is reduced to Case 1 with a change J
x
 by
J2. We denote by M2 the lower bound of modules of the present case. If k
lies in the closed disc bounded by ABA(J2), then the module of R(kfJ1) is not
smaller than that of R(ABA(J2), JJ. We denote this module by M3. If k lies
in the closed disc bounded by ABA~\J2), then there is a positive integer n such
that k lies in the closed domain bounded by (ABA^B^fiJ^ and (ABA^B'1)^1
(7i) Operating {ABA~ιB~ι)~n, we see that k is transformed in the closed disc
bounded by an element of either K^AiJ,), J
λ
\ or {AB(c) ic^K^XiABA-XJ^,
A{J
λ
)} and j ^ is transformed to a circle lying in the closed disc bounded by J
λ
and being tangent to j ^ a t^ P If the transformed k lies in the closed disc bound-
ed by A~\J^), then operating A once more, we can reduce this case to the pre-
viously considered case with respect to R(ABA(J2), / x ) . If k is transformed in
the closed disc bounded by an element of K^iA^), Jly A~\J^)}, then by the
comparison principle we reduce this case to Case 1. If k is transformed in the
closed disc bounded by an element of {AB{c)\c^K
λ
}\{ABA-\J2), A(JX)},
then replacing J
x
 by the transformed J
λ
 and using the comparison principle, we
reduce this case to a case already considered in this paragraph.
Case 3. By the action of B we see that B~\JX)=J2 and B~\k) lies in the
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closed disc bounded by an element of K^iJ^ A(J2)y A~\J2)}. By the same
reasonning in Case 1 we see that the module of R(B~\J1), B~\k)) is not smaller
than a positive constant. We denote it by M4.
Now, we conclude that M=min (Ml9 Λf2, Λf3, M4) is the desired constant.
We return to Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. If there is a subsequence of {k{} such that any two of
which are disjoint, then Lemma 7 implies that the diameters of elements of
the subsequence must converge to 0, so that that of {&,-} must do, too. Hence
we consider the case where there is no subsequence of {&,} such that any two
of which are disjoint. We assert that there are a positive integer i0 and a point
p equivalent to p
λ
 such that, for each i>iQ> &, passes through p. Assuming the
contrary of the assertion, we shall construct a subsequence having the property
that any two of which are disjoint. We first note that only two points p
x
 and p2
on J
λ
 are the points at which elements of K\ {/2} can meet Jλ and that each k{
is equivalent to J
v
 Put fel i=fe1. If kλ and k2 are disjoint, then put ki2=k2. If
k
λ
 and k2 are not disjoint, then denote by p1>2 the tangent point of them. Since
p1>2 is equivalent toply there is a number z'2>2 such that ki2 does not pass through
p12 so that kλ and ki2 are disjoint. If ki2 and ki2+ι are disjoint, then put ki3—
ki2+1. If kiz and ki2+ι are not disjoint, then denote by pi2>i2+1 the tangent point of
them. Since pi2ti2+1 is equivalent to pu there is a number z'3>/2+l such that
kiz does not pass through pi2fi2+ι, and so on. Then the subsequence {&ίy} has
the property stated above, a contradiction. Thus we have our assertion. Let
g be an element of G such that g(p)=p
v
 Then {g(ki)}i>iQ is an infinite subset
of K passing through p
v
 Lemma 6 tells us that the diameter of g(ki) tends
to 0. Hence that of k{ tends to 0, too.
Now, we have shown that Ω
x
 and Ω2 are disjoint so that G is quasi-Fuchsian.
To complete the proof of Proposition 3 we must show that G represents a pair
of once punctured tori. Let G'=ζA', Bry be a Fuchsian group keeping the real
axis invariant and / be a quasiconformal mapping such that A=fA'f~1 and
B=fB'f~1. Then we see that the commutator of A' and B' is parabolic.
Writing A'=( J and B'=(af ), we may assume that the equalities
(2)^(6) hold for the letters with a prime a\ •••, d' and p\. Then we have that
Pi Pi = ( ( O 2 - W ) 2 > 0 , Pi Pi - ((O2-l)/(α')2>0 and
Hence we see that two circles orthogonal to the real axis and passing through
pi, pi and p'3, pi are separated by the imaginary axis. Now it is clear that two
quadrilateral domains bounded by four circles which are orthogonal to the real
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axis and pass through pi, pf2 p'3> pi p'lf pi and pr2, p'3, respectively, form a funda-
mental domain for G' so that G' represents a pair of once punctured tori. As
G is a quasiconformal deformation of G', G also represents a pair of once punc-
tured tori. Thus we have completed the proof of Proposition 3.
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